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"It's always difficult to withdraw from a big tournament. Actually, I think it's the first time in 
my life. So it was a tough decision but it's better for my health.#Halep 
#WTAthepeninsulaqatar.com/article/18/10/…

 

#London's black taxi cabs to launch in #Paris next 
yearthepeninsulaqatar.com/article/18/10/…
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Halep withdraws from WTA Finals, Bertens to make debut
World number one Simona Halep pulled out of next week's WTA Finals due to a low…
thepeninsulaqatar.com
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Snapchat rolls out new filters for your cat

No more exit permits from Oct 28; companies urged to start registering the 5%

Low visibility due to strong dusty wind, motorists urged caution; heavy rain reaches north of Doha

About Us

The Peninsula newspaper provides extensive news coverage, incisive analyses and trenchant commentary from around the world,

but with firm roots and primary focus on life in Qatar.
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